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Syllabus Of Marine Engineer
Introduction to Marine Engineering explains the operation of all the ship's machinery, with
emphasis on correct, safe operating procedures and practices at all times. Organized into 17
chapters, this book begins with an overall look at the ship. Subsequent chapters describe the
various ship machineries, including diesel engines, steam turbines, boilers, feed systems,
pumps, auxiliaries, deck machinery, hull equipment, shafting, propellers, steering gear, and
electrical equipment. Other aspects of marine engineering, particularly, fuel oils, lubricating
oils, refrigeration, air conditioning, ventilation, firefighting and safety, watchkeeping, and
equipment operation, are also described. This book will be useful to anyone with an interest in
ships' machinery or a professional involvement in the shipping business.
This is a collection of soundings into various aspects of the history of maritime labor from the
close of the Middle Ages to the present. The spatial emphasis of the essays is north European
and Atlantic since they deal with the countries around the North Sea and Baltic with some
coverage of North America. Indeed, from time to time the authors leave the sea behind in order
to examine broader issues such as labor markets, the regulation and institutions of seafaring,
and industrial relations on the waterfront. But at all points there is a common theme of searelated labor, and a common objective of better understanding what have often been perceived
as difficult and elusive groups of people.
The book covers the principal topics in applied mechanics for professional trainees studying
Merchant Navy Marine Engineering Certificates of Competency (CoC) as well as the core
syllabi in applied mechanics for undergraduates studying for BSc, BEng and MEng degrees in
marine engineering, naval architecture and other marine technology related programmes. The
revised version takes into account the need of these students, recognising recent changes to
the Merchant Navy syllabus and current pathways to a sea-going engineering career, including
National diplomas, Higher National Diploma and degree courses. Basic principles are dealt
with, beginning at a fairly elemental stage, with this new edition applying the underlying
principles to a shipping environment. Each chapter has fully worked examples interwoven into
the text, with test examples set at the end of each chapter. Other revisions include examples
reflecting modern machines and practice, current legislation and current syllabi.
Marine Engineering Series: Marine Control Practice deals with the instrumentation and its
associated control systems that are found onboard ships. The book covers topics such as the
measuring instruments and control signals for different parameters; system analysis; process
and kinetic control systems; and commercially available equipment. Also covered in the book
are correcting units such as actuators and valves; the control systems for boilers, turbines,
auxiliary equipment; and control involving computers. The text is recommended for those who
need to complete the Certificates of Competency for Marine Engineers, including Extra First
Class. The book will also be beneficial to offshore engineers.
IMO sales no.: T704E.
This book prepares students for the Certificates of Competency of the DoT General
Engineering Knowledge. It also covers the syllabus for Engineer Cadet courses in the subject.
The syllabus and principles involved are virtually the same for all exams but questions set in
Class 1 require the most detailed answers.
Reed's Mathematics for EngineersAdlard Coles Nautical
This second edition deals comprehensively with all aspects of a ship's machinery from
propulsion and steering to deck machinery and electrical equipment with a strong emphasis
upon correct and safe procedures.Material has been added and revised to reflect the greater
weight now being placed upon the cost-effective operation of ships; in terms of greater
equipment reliability, more fuel-efficient engines, the ever-increasing shift towards
automatically operated machinery, and the need for fewer engineering crew. This is an
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invaluable guide for professionals but equally covers the requirements for Class 4 and Class 3
Engineer's Certificates of Competency, the first two years of the Engineer Cadet Training
Scheme, and the Engineering Knowledge syllabus for the Master's Certificate.

Developed to complement Reeds Vol 12 (Motor Engineering for Marine
Engineers), this textbook is key for all marine engineering officer cadets.
Accessibly written and clearly illustrated, General Engineering Knowledge for
Marine Engineers takes into account the varying needs of students studying
general' marine engineering, recognising recent changes to the Merchant Navy
syllabus and current pathways to a sea-going engineering career. It includes the
latest equipment, practices and trends in marine engineering, as well as
incorporating the 2010 Manila Amendments, particularly relating to management.
It is an essential buy for any marine engineering student. This new edition
reflects all developments within the discipline and includes updates and additions
on, amongst other things: * Corrosion, water treatments and tests * Refrigeration
and air conditioning * Fuels, such as LNG and LPG * Insulation * Low sulphur
fuels * Fire and safety Plus updates to many of the technical engineering
drawings.
This eighth volume of Reed's Marine Engineering Series prepares students for
the Department of Transport Certificates of Competency in General Engineering
Knowledge. It also covers the syllabus for Engineer Cadet courses in the subject.
The syllabus and principles involved are virtually the same for all examinations
but questions set in Class One require the most detailed answers. The book
follows the same pattern as the other volumes in this series which has proved so
successful: emphasis on basic principles, extensive illustrations, worked
examples included in the text, practice examples at the end of each chapter and
specimen exam questions at the end.
Includes Annual report.
??????????
The TransNav 2013 Symposium held at the Gdynia Maritime University, Poland
in June 2013 has brought together a wide range of participants from all over the
world. The program has offered a variety of contributions, allowing to look at
many aspects of the navigational safety from various different points of view.
Topics presente
This book covers the syllabus in Mathematics for the Marine Engineer Officer
Certificates of Competency in the Merchant Navy. Each chapter has fully worked
examples woven into the text. Test examples are set at the end of each chapter,
and some typical exam questions are included. The author has provided fully
worked step by step solutions to the final answers.
Marine Engineering is a simple e-Book for Marine Diploma & Engineering
Course, Revised Syllabus in 2018, It contains objective questions with underlined
& bold correct answers MCQ covering all topics including all about the latest &
Important about General Physiology with Alcohol and Drug Prevention, Spherical
Trigonometry, Analytical Geometry with Solid Geometry, Aptitude for the Service,
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Engine Watch keeping, Engine Officers, Ship and Ships Routine, Ship
Construction and Ship Stability, Engineering Drawing, Marine Pollution and
Prevention Auxiliary Machinery, Mechanics and Hydrinechanics, Marine Power
Plant, Marine Vocabulary and Terms, Plane Trigonometry, Marine Power Plant
and Diesel, Engineering Physics, Fuel Oils and Lubricants, Electro Technology,
Machine Shop, Integral Calculus, Heat Balance, Basic Safety and lots more.
IMO publication sales no.: T702E.
An authoritative guide to modern equipment found in merchant ships focusing on
'motor' propulsion for marine engineers.
Reeds Maritime Meteorology is written primarily for serving and trainee deck officers,
those studying for certificates of competency in merchant ships and for fishermen. It
provides descriptions of the elements and forces which contribute to maritime
meteorology and the principles which govern them, and deals specifically with: weather
forecasting at sea and the use of fax, navtex and saltellite technology ocean currents
and swell tropical revolving storms the development and distribution of sea ice weather
routeing passage planning the management and care of cargo in heavy weather There
is an extensive glossary, revision questions at the end of each chapter, and a fold-out
chart of ocean currents as well as numerous explanatory photos and diagrams. For this
revised edition, the content and website addresses have been updated. 'Commended
to anyone who requires a clear and authoritative introduction to the subject' Marine
Engineers Review 'A splendid volume...a comprehensive and serious weather book'
The Seafarer
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